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CHAPTER I
THE PROBLEM
Photography has been taught in some of the schools
of Washington for many years.

During this time the course

has been taught if there was an instructor available and if
the superintendent was in favor of the course.

By some,

photography has been considered a fad, by others a frill.
Little is actually known about the role photography has
played in the schools of the state.

I.

STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM

The purposes of this study were (1) to determine
whether photography is being taught as a high school class;
(2) to determine the factors which influence the offering
of such a class; and (3) to discover the characteristics of
such a class when offered.

II.

IMPORTANCE OF THE STUDY

To teach a class well, much thought must go into
selecting the information to be presented.

Since there is

no printed guide or commonly accepted photography text, the
materials presented in photography classes are determined
to a large extent by what the instructors consider important.

This study helped determine what the photography

instructors or the state consider important; it is hoped
that an improved course may be developed as a result or
these findings.
III.

DEFINITION OF KEY CONCE?rS

Photography course.

To avoid misunderstanding, the

term "photography course" was defined as a course meeting
daily tor at least one semester to study photography.
Laboratory

~·

For the purposes ot this study the

term "laboratory work" refers to directed class experiences
-

taking place in a photography darkroom.
Textbook.

A printed book used as the basis or

school instruction.
Yearbook.

The school publication describing the

year 1 s activities with text and pictures is referred to as
the "yearbook."

This publication is edited by the students

and issued once a year; hence, it is sometimes referred to
as the "annual. 11
J.V.

QUESTIONS WHICH HELPED GUIDE THE STUDY

To help determine the basic characteristics ot photography classes in the state, several questions were
phrased to serve as guides:

3
l.

Why isn't a photography course ottered?

2.

What is the role of the photography club?

3. What is the role of the photography class in the
curriculwn?

4.

What is the composition of the photography

classes?

5.

What training has the instructor received?

6.

What topics are studied in a photography course?

7. What equipment is available for class use?
8. What methods are employed in the teaching?
9.

What books are used as texts?

With these questions as a guide, a systematic study
of the problem was undertaken, culminating in the report
that follows.

CHAPTER II
A REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE
"• •• photography ranks second as a hobby indulged
in by the people in the United States according to a survey
by the Saturday Evening Post" (l:lSO).
But photography is more than a hobby; it is an
industry of major proportions.

Photography is in use all

about us, in our newspapers and in our books.

Photography

also plays a leading role in the advertising and entertainment industries.

The importance of photography to the

Armed Forces is evidenced by the availability of texts for
the training of military personnel.l

As early as the time of Aristotle a device similar
to the camera, the camera obscura, was used to make art
sketches.

Since that time photography has passed through

many stages of development and refinement.

Although early

photographers such as Louis Jacques Munde Daguerre and
Mathew Brady did make pennanent photographs, it remained for
George Eastman to introduce the daylight loading roll film
(1891) and bring photography within the reach of all.

Fur-

ther developments led to the introduction of color positives,
1The manuals Phototra~hy, Vol. l, and Vol. 2, U. S.
Navy, and Photofrr=y• Vo • :. U. "'"S7 .AI'r Force;-are typical
of military tra n
manuals.
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or "slides," by the Eastman Kodak Company in 1935 (10:315).
Today a camera can be purchased which will automatically
(by means of a built-in photoelectric cell) adjust the
camera for the correct exposure.

Photography has passed

from art to science, and possibly back to art, for today
no special training is required to operate a camera.
To many, photography is merely the pointing of a
camera at something, pressing the shutter, and then
taking the film to a professional photo finisher for
processing. On the other hand, there are those to
whom photography is a scientific art, the means not
only of recording passing events but of making pictures
of artistic merit sufficient to afford boundless pleasure both to those who made them and to those who view
them (lO:l).
The joys of making pictures perhaps exceed those of
taking pictures, but this field requires training.

Here

lies the role of the photography club or class.
I.

THE PHOTOGRAPHY CIDB

We are told that a worthwhile hobby is necessary for
the full enjoyment of adult life. Photography, one of
the leading hobbies today, can be lavish or inexpensive,
simple or complicated, and through camera clubs lead to
lasting friendships. Possibly this is the most important of all the objectives that can be developed in the
teenager. In what better place can he start, then,
than in his high school photographic workshop? (11:30)
To be a worthwhile organization, every club must
have a reason to exist.

And behind this reason, there must

be activities to gain and maintain the interest.

The club

will become unified only when demands are made upon it as a

6
whole.

The goals of the club should emphasize service to

the school.

The club can assist various departments of the

school such as the journalism group, the athletic department, or the yearbook staff (9:103).
To be of assistance to its members, a camera club
should devote some of its meetings to instruction.

Toning,

spotting, mounting, and simple portraiture may be taught
(12:39).

A picture-taking field trip can be of great value

to the beginner.

If the club advisor does not feel quali-

fied to teach these topics, professional photographers,
dealers, and newspapermen will all help the club if they
are properly approached (13:262-263).
Recognition, a motivating factor, can be used quite
effectively in photography.

"Credit lines mean a great

deal in this connection and form one of the simplest and
most effective forms of public recognition" (13:262-263).
The quality of the students' work will improve when the
photograph is for some one else.

For this reason es well

as for recognition, photo displays are important.

Many

photographic contests, such as those sponsored by Eastman
Kodak Company or jointly by Scholastic M!gazine and Ansco,
Incorporated, are exclusively for school students.

Cash

prizes, in addition to the recognition, are often an incentive for original and quality work.

Exhibits of award-

winning photographs are available upon request from contest

7
sponsors. 2
With over six thousand high school camera clubs in
the United States, photography is playing an important role
in the life and activities of the high school student
(l:l.$0).
II.

THE PHOTOGRAPHY CLASS

To enjoy an activity, one must be able to pursue
that activity with a certain degree of proficiency.

This

holds true in photography, where training is required before
one can undertake the varied operations with reasonable
success.
Is the task of the high school photography class to
teach students to take quality pictures for their personal
enjoyment or to become professional photographers?

Photo-

graphy courses for personal enjoyment alone are justified
by the fact that photography is the second rated national
hobby (l:l.$0).
Because the high school program comprises terminal
education for many students, it is a logical place to teach
vocational subjects.

Fifty per cent of the photography

Orhese exhibits may be requested from the following
organizations: (1) Scholastic Masazine, 33 West 42nd Street,
New York, New York, and (2) Educational Department, Eastman
Kodak Company, Rochester, New York.

•
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workers in Tucson, Arizona, (175,000) are graduates of the
photography classes at Tucson High School (2:176-177).
There, where training exists, the students seem to find
photographic employment.
Who should teach the photographJ' class, the art
teacher, the science teacher, or the industrial arts
teacher?

Barnard (1:150) found that the science teachers

seemed to be taking the initiative in teaching photography,
although there are notable exceptions in which the industrial arts departments are teaching the course (2:176-177;
8:177-180).

An art teacher with interest has the essential

training to teach photographJ' successfully (7:31-32).

The

logical conclusion would seem to be that the teacher with
the most interest and training should teach the class
regardless of his academic field.
One of the most difficult problems when starting a
photography class is that of selecting a suitable text.
The available books are too brief and incomplete or
are written for college students and are too difficult
for high school use. Furthermore, some of the elementary books are written by employees of a single manufacturer of photographic supplies and are definitely
~ointed toward the use of that manufacturer's products

{3:144).

Many instructors do not use a text (1:150), while
some use several texts and supplement these with the many
periodicals available on the newstand (3:144).
To determine how much equipment is needed, the class

9
size mu.st first be determ1ned.

This in turn will depend

greatly on the size of the darkroom and the method of
scheduling it for use.

The classes will normally run from

twelve to thirty students, with an average size of about
twenty (1:1$0).
~uality

equipment is necessary to do professional

work, but good quality work can be produced with inexpensive equipment.

One instructor taught a photography unit

with less than thirty dollars worth of equipment (6:239).
A list of essential darkroom equipment would include:
l contact printer
l enlarger
l timer
l film developing tank
l set of 3 trays
l ferrotype tin and heated dryer
l print roller
l book of photo blotters
l paper cutter
l graduated cylinder
miscellaneous mixing and storage bottles
Student owned cameras will suffice for a start, but
it is desirable that the school possess cameras, photoflood lights, tripods, and exposure meters (3:144).
instruction purposes and advanced work, a camera with

"For
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ground-glass focusing is important" (13:262-263).

However,

such a camera may be purchased second-hand, often at a cost
of less than one hundred dollars.
Additional equipment may be purchased through the
school budget (1:150), or by the class undertaking a project of the production and sale of photographs of school
groups such as athletic teams (3:1.44).

Under no circum-

stances, though, should the class undersell the local
photographer (12:39).
Without a suitable textbook, selecting material to
include in the photography course may become a problem.
Since most teachers do not use a course outline or syllabus
(1:150), it would seem that an outline of the course taught
by a successful instructor would be helpful to many
instructors.
For his "superlative teaching job" at Tucson High
School, H. A. Goldstein became the only high school teacher
1n the United States to be elected to the Photographic

Society of America.
The photography courses at Tucson High School are
taught on three levels: (l) for those who want it as a
future vocation; (2) for those who take it as a trade subject; and (3) for those who learn it as a hobby (2:176-177).
The objectives or the Photographic Laboratory Course of the
Tucson Graphic-Arts program as listed by Goldstein (4:320)
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are as follows:
Graphic-Arts, One Year Photographic Laboratory Course60 hours.
Objectives of Instructional Units, Photography I
1.

2.

3.

4.
5.
6.

7.

To detel'S11ine the students' skill and judgement in
criticizing photographs as to interest, composition,
and tone quality.
To become acquainted with photographic paper, its
uses, how it is used, and how to obtain good prints.
To acquaint the students with developing photographic pictures. Here the student really begins
to learn the foundations of photography, the latent
image and the effect of each chemical upon the
image. The importance of proper exposure and the
correct grades of paper for the different contrasts
ot negatives.
To acquaint the student with simple camera technique, proper exposure, composition and roll-film
developing.
To learn how to make an enlargement, how to manipulate the enlarger, and use the proper technique
in producing an enlargement.
To learn how to tint a photograph, to produce a
picture in color using oil tints.
To make a simple photo Christmas card, using a mask
and a photo taken by the student.

Objectives ot Instructional Units, Photography II
8.
9.

10.
11.
12.
13.

To learn how to mix the various solutions used in
photography.
To learn the parts of the more advanced camera, how
these parts function, and their relationship to
each other. Plus, how to properly use exposure
guides and the exposure meter.
To learn how to take a simple photograph using
light from one source. This may be done with a
single photo floodlight or sunlight.
To learn how to use depth of field eftectively in
taking a photograph, and how to figure depth ot
field.
To study the effect ot different filters on various
colors using daylight as a source ot light and
panchromatic film.
To make a landscape picture using a tilter to
darken the sky.

12

14.
l.5.

16.

17.
18.
19.
20.
21.

22.
23.

24.
25.
26.

27.

28.
29.
30.

31.
32.

To make a simple portrait using triangle lighting.
To make a photo Christmas card.
To use artificial lighting in producing pictures
that are interesting and forceful.
To make a still-life picture using inanimate
material showing texture, composition, light and
shadow.
To acquaint the photographer with the technique of
combining parts of two negatives to produce a
single print called a montage.
To make a copy of a map or chart using panchromatic
film and proper light.
To make a portrait using sunlight and a reflector.
To learn how to reduce negatives that are overexposed or over-developed.
To learn how to intensify negatives that are underexposed or under-developed.
To make an action photograph using the proper
e:xposure and developing for best results.
To make a picture involving the problems of closeup photography.
To learn the technique of fine grain developing.
To learn how to use high speed film and take
pictures under weak light conditions.
To learn simple retouching techniques using new
coccine red dye on the negative.
To learn how to opaque part of a negative.
To learn how to tone a print.
To learn how to solve simple optical problems
involving the major and minor conjugate.
To learn how to use supplementary minus and plus
lenses.
To learn how to develop color film using the
Ektachrome process (4:320).
The above two sixty hour courses could be combined

into a full one-year (two semester) photography course.
Many teachers like to screen the incoming class to
eliminate those who would fail or those who in the laboratory might not respect their fellow students and might create an undesirable situation (4:320).

Because the Armed

Forces train many photographers annually, it is necessary
for them to be able to predict the success of their students
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(5:PRB #85), but their testing methods are not practical in
the high school.

Academic success should not be the admit-

ting rule because the successful student photographer often
dislikes to read and is a poor reader (2:176-177).

The

integrity of the student is perhaps the best guide as to
who will succeed.
III.

LIMITATIONS OF PREVIOUS STUDIES

Although there have been numerous articles written
about photography (in tact several periodicals are devoted
exclusively to photography) the articles concerning photography in the high school are relatively few in number.
This investigator could find but one study which attempted
to determine what was being taught in the high school
photography classes (1:1$0).

That study concerned practices

in small towns (tour to six thousand population) in thirty
states.

On the basis of seventy-six returns, Barnard and

Binstock concluded that photography should be taught as an
academic subject.

They also found that most schools teach-

ing photography did not have sufficient space or equipment
to carry out a successful program.
The following recolllillendations were made as a result

ot their study:
1.

That photography should have academic status and
become an integral part of the secondary school
curriculum.

2.

That the average class enrollment in photography be
11mi ted to twenty students per period and that the
duration of the period be at least fifty minutes.

3.

That photography continue to be offered on an
elective basis.

4.

That photography, if the specific circumstances
permit, be conducted on the activity basis in the
industrial arts department.

5.

That photography be offered in the ninth, tenth,
eleventh and twelfth grades.

6.

That photography instructors use a course of study,
syllabus, or course outline.

7. That more instructors use a textbook in conducting
the photography class.

8.

That students furnish their own cameras in
photography courses and clubs.

9.

That schools teaching photography should have at
least three contact printers and enlargers for
every ten students.

10.

That students receive their materials and supplies
free of charge from the school.

11.

That a budget be established for the replacement
of obsolete equipment.

12.

That teacher training colleges offer training in
photography (1:150).
This review of the function of photography in our

lives, with its emphasis on photography's role in the
school, will lend understanding to the findings of this
investigation.

Chapter III will explain the methods used

in obtaining the facts for this study.

CHAPTER TI!

PROCEDURES OF THE STUDY
The procedure of this study involved three steps:
(1) selecting the group to be studied, (Z) constructing a
suitable questionnaire, and (3) analyzing the returns.
I.

THE GROUP

One hundred sixty-two questionnaires were mailed to
high schools of Washington State that had an enrollment of
approximately 180 students or more.

It was assumed by the

writer that few high schools with an enrollment of less
than 180 students would be teaching photography.

The

intended respondents were the photography instructors and
photography club advisors, although the principals usually
answered when the school did not have a class or club.
From the 162 schools queried, 134 replies, 82.7 per
cent, were received.

The writer felt that this was a good

return and that the sampling was representative.
II.

THE QUESTIONNAIRE

During the summer of 1958 the writer constructed a
five page questionnaire to be sent out during the school
year.

The original questionnaire was refined and stream-

lined under the direction of Dr. A. H. Howard.

Several
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sketches were incorporated into the questionnaire to make
it more appealing to the recipient.
The first page ot the questionnaire was divided into
three parts: Part I, Part II, and a sec,tion requesting the
respondent's name, school, and city, and the school enrollment.

Part I was to be answered it the school did not have

a class.

Part II was to be answered by all respondents,

indicating whether or not a photography club existed.
The principal in a school which had no class or club
needed only to make two check marks and fill out the section
indicating the school's size and location.

Only those

schools which had classes tilled out more than one page ot
the questionnaire.
The entire questionnaire was designed tor a checktype answer to facilitate answering.
To determine the basic characteristics of photography courses, it was necessary to investigate several
areas.

The questionnaire proper, therefore, was divided

into three parts.l
Part I

Why Isn't A Photography Course Ottered?

Part II

What Does Your Photography Club Do?

Part Ill

The Characteristics ot the Course

Part III ot the questionnaire thus attempted to

lsee copy ot the questionnaire in Appendix.
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ascertain the characteristics or the photography class.
Questions were asked relating to the type of students, the
instructor's experience, topics studied in the course, and
the texts available.
The questionnaire was reproduced by lithography at
Craftsman Frinting Company, Wenatchee, Washington.

nr.

METHODS OF ANALYZING THE RETURNS

The returns were grouped initially into three broad
areas: (A) neither class nor club, (B) class, and (C) club
(B and C were processed separately even ror schools having
both class and club).

The returns were later grouped to

determine (1) Why photography classes were not offered in
the schools, (2) What was being done in photography clubs,
and (3) What characterized the photography classes.

The

schools were also grouped as to size and geographic
location.
The replies were reported by percentage in an
attempt to facilitate reading.

Some sections of the ques-

tionnaire are marked "multiple answers" to indicate that
the respondents checked more than one block in this section.
The percentage in the "multiple answers" sections will
necessarily total more than 100 per cant.

CHAPTER IV
PRESENTATION OF THE DATA
To present clearly the findings o! this study it was
necessary to classify the replies into !our groups •. These
groups and the percentage o! replies in each are as follows:
I.

no class-no club

II.

no class--club

III.

class--no club

IV.

class-club

58.1%
19.4%
11.9%
10.4%

Twenty-tour and !our tenths per cent of the questionnaires in group I (no class--no club) carried comments indicating that equipment was available.

Nineteen and two-

tenths per cent of group I indicated that some students were
doing photography for the yearbook.

With this known photo-

graphy in group I, plus that in groups II, III, and IV, at
least

~

per

~

.2f ~

respondents have student photo-

graphy of some sort in their school.
I.

WHY ISN 1 T A PHOTOGRAPHY CLASS OFFERED?
Answers from group I and II were totaled, as neither

of these groups offered a class in photography.

The seventy-

eight returns from group I and twenty-six returns from group
II yielded the following (multiple answer) answers, expressed
in percent age fol'lll, as to why a class was not offered.
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school financial reasons

32.6%
27.8%
17.3%
29.8%

no "frills" in the curriculum

21.1%

other

35.5%

no qualified instructor
no equipment
no student interest

Comments under "other" included "no space," "taught
alternate years," •past problems,• and several answers that
"scheduling" was a major problem.

An explanation of the

scheduling problem may be that. of the returns in group I
and II, 69.2 per cent are from schools of less than five
hundred enrollment, and actually 51 per cent from schools
of less than three hundred enrollment.

Thus, the above

statistics suggest difficulties peculiar to the smaller
school.
II.

WHAT DOES THE PHOTOGRAPHY CLUB DO?

Investigation of photography clubs was limited to
two questions: (1) Is a club in existence? and (2) What does
the club do?

The writer was interested in the correlation

between the existence within a school of both a photography
club and class, hence question l.

Only 10.q per cent of

the schools answering had both club and class; these were
predominantly the larger schools (enrollments in excess of
one thousand) generally located in the major cities of the
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state.

Appendix B shows the respondents in this group.
Forty replies, or 30 per cent of the responding

schools indicated that active photography clubs existed.
The activities of the club and information as to advisor
are listed in the following table.
The club takes pictures tor the yearbook

64.1%

The club holds a photography exhibit

38.5%

The club trains its members

85

The advisor has had training

71.8%

The advisor is a photography ran

87.2%

%

Figure I (multiple answers) shows the general
teaching areas of the advisors by per cent.
Since the study of photography involves both physics
and chemistry, it is understandable that the science
teachers should lead the field as advisors.

But it is sur-

prising to find more mathematics teachers as advisors than
journalism teachers.
Appendix C shows which of the replying schools have
photography clubs.

Photography club sizes are shown in the

following chart.
less than 10 members

38.5%

10 to 20 members

17.9%

20 to 30 members

15.3%

over 30 members

12.8%

The club sizes would seem to be small, considering
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that some of the schools with clubs have enrollments of
over one-thousand students.
III.

CHARACTERJ:STICS OF THE PHOTOGRAPHY COURSE
!.!_

~

class ! typical ,2!!!?

Twenty-five schools

offer regular photography classes and four more schools
offer a part time class integrated as part of some other
subject, e. g., art.

Only the returns from the twenty-five

regular classes were analyzed.

These represent 18.6 per

cent of the total replies.
Sixty-five per cent of the schools with photography
classes have an enrollment in excess of a thousand students.
Appendix D shows that many of these schools are in the
greater Seattle area.

The writer's school, Cashmere High

School, is shown but is not included in the findings.
A full-year course is offered by 72 per cent of the
schools teaching photography while tl::e remainder off er a
one-semester course.
The students are required to use a personal camera
in

62.5

per cent of the schools.
Photography classes have an enrollment from less than

ten to about thirty students as shown by the chart below.
Less than 10 students

16.6%

10 to 20 students

54.2%

20 to 30 students
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The number of times the class is taught daily is
shown below.

62.5%
16.6%
12.5%

Once daily
Twice daily
Three times daily

4-2%
8.2%

Four times daily
Five times daily

Sixty-two and five-tenths of the schools teach
photography only once daily.

The larger schools have suf-

ficient demand for the class to offer it more than once
daily.
The number of years that credit can be received for
the class is shown below:
Once semester (one-half year)

25.0%

One year

49.9%

Two years

16.6%
12.5%

Three years

A one-year course would appear to be the most
popular.
Respondents considered photography a part of various
subject fields, as shown below (multiple answers).
Journalism
Science
Art
Industrial Art

8.2%

50.0%
8.3%
4.2%

Elective
Unknown
Twenty-five per cent of the schools had students
working on yearbook pictures by assignment.
There seemed to be little distinction between classification of the photography class as prevocational or as a
hobby.

The following chart lists the replies (multiple

check).
Course goal is prevocational

71.0%

Course goal is aesthetic

92.1.t%

Course is justified as a science tool

16.6%

-What

-

---

kinds of students are in the class?

When

organizing a course, it is desirable to know what the
ability and grade level of the students will be.

The stu-

dents were classified as having average ability by 83.l.t per
cent of the respondents, while

q.2

per cent classified the

st.udents as above average and 12.4 per cent classified the
students as below average.
There were no prerequisites for the class in 66.7
per cent of the returns.

The other 33.3 per cent listed

student prerequisites as satisfactory grade point, appropriate grade level, and (in two cases) owning of a good
camera.
The figures below show the grades in which photography may be taken as a class.

From the figures it would
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appear that in most schools photography is taught in the
eleventh and twelfth grades.

Grade eleven

12.5%
58.6%
91.2%

Grade twelve

100.0%

Grade nine
Grade ten

Most teachers did not agree with Goldstein's opinion
(12:320) that photography students were poor readers.
Seventy-five per cent said that their students were average
readers.

Eight and four-tenths per cent rated their stu-

dents above average in reading, while 16.6 per cent rated
their students as below average in reading.
~

photographic experience !!!.!!, lh!!, instructor !!!,9.?

Most photography teachers are college science majors.
Figure II shows the college major field of the photography
instructors.

Most photography instructors in Washington

State, 62.5 per cent, have had some training in photography.
This training was of the following types (multiple answers):
college class

93.5%

military training

26.6%

studio training

46.6%

industrial training

6.7%

Those who had received no training obtained their
knowledge from the following sources (multiple answers):
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self-taught

33.3%

hobby

55 .5%

studio work

11.1%

no experience

11.1%

The opinion of the instructors as to whether they
are qualified to teach photography closely parallels the
training received.
feel qualified.to teach photography

78.2%

do not feel qualified to teach photography

13.6%

uncertain

8.8%

no comment

4.4%

What equipment !!. available?

The respondent was

asked to indicate the number of each or the listed pieces
of equipment which he had available.

Table I shows the

percentage of schools possessing a given quantity of
specific equipment.
Column one shows the percentage or schools possess•
ing one of the items listed, e. g., one press camera.
column labeled

11

The

total 11 refers to the total percentage of

the schools which own a specific item.
teaching photography,

84

Of the schools

per cent have press cameras,

although no school replying indicated that it owned more
than two press cameras.
All of the replying schools had at least one enlarger,
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TABLE I
EQUIPMENT POSSESSED BY SCHOOLS
TEACHING PHOTOGRAPHY

PER CENT OF SCHOOLS HAVING

EQUIPMENT POSSESSED

One
six
onlI two three :f'our :f'ive more total
Press Camera
Flash :f'or Press Camera
Electronic Flash
Roll Film Camera, 35 mm
Roll Film Camera, other
Tripod
Light Meter
Photo:f'lood Lamp
Enlarger
Easel
Contact Printer
Print Frame
Paper Cutter
Roll Film Developing
Tank
Cut Film Developing
Tank
Daylight Cut Film
Developing Tank
Print Syphon
Print Washer
5 x 7" tray sets
8 x 10" tray sets
11 x 14" tray sets*
Drier
View Camera*

68
60
48
48
32
52
68

~i

32
36
28
60

16
20
ii
32
20
12
12
12
4

t
20

28

8

60

4

32

16

40
48

12
28
4
32

~~
6~

16

8

t

4

12

8
16

12

8

12

8

20

4

12

4
4

12
16

t ~
12

*Not listed on questionnaire.

~

8
12

24

84
80
60
6i
A8
96
84
100
9'
96
44
100

~4

20
16

8

24

96

4

68

12

48
32
76
76
100
8
100
16

~

4
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paper cutter, and set of eight by ten inch trays.

Most of

the schools possessed the items of essential equipment.
The instructors were asked whether or not their
darkrooms had running water.

All replied that the darkroom

had cold running water; 88 per cent had both hot and cold
running water.
Ventilation was occasionally a problem.

Seventy-one

per cent reported that they could ventilate the darkroom,
but 29 per cent replied that the darkroom could not be
ventilated while the students were working.
~

dlassroom?

teaching methods

~

used ,!!.!

~

photography

The photography instructors teach with a

variety of methods, as shown by Figure III.

Photography is

essentially a laboratory class.
What

!.!

taught ,!!.!

~

photography course?

The

topics discussed in the photography courses are listed in
Table II.

Most of the photography courses include theory

of light and lenses.

Instruction is given in the taking of

photographs and in processing the film to produce a finished
print.

Almost all of the schools teach the mixing of the

photographic solutions, but only about half of the respondents taught how to mix the solutions by formula.
Instruction in photo-oil coloring was given in about
half of the schools.

Color photography theory was taught

Percentage of Instructors
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Demonstrations

l>D
I\)

Lectures

I~

C'l t/l
t:rj

I~

Critical analysis of class projects

tJQ
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Laboratory Work
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TABLE ll

CONCEJ?TS BEING TAUGHT IN HIGH SCHOOL
PHOTOGRAPHY CLASSES

Concept being taught

Light and lenses
Types o:f cameras
Types o:f shutter
Composition
Use o:f light meter
Operation o:f student's camera
Press camera operation
Function o:f chemicals and
solutions used
Mixing solutions by :formula
Film sensitivity and exposure
Film development
Paper (speed, surface, uses)
Contact printing
Projection printing
Flash photography
Existing-light photography
(high speed :film)
Filtel'S
Still li:fe
Portraiture
Copying
Toning prints
Photo oil coloring
Color photography
Color processing
Motion picture photography
Use o:f supplementary lenses
Mounting prints :for display
Individual greeting cards
Negative retouching

Theory taught
percentage

96
91 •.5
82 •.5
87
91 • .5
87
91 • .5
96

48

96
91.,5
91 • .5
91 • .5
87
91 • .5

65
78
65
91 • .5

74
74
52

.56 •.5
26
2.6

52:

Student projects
percentage

----

82.5

96
91.5
87

91 • .5
.56.5

52

91 • .5
87
96
82 • .5
87
56 • .5

43 •.5
74
87
74
70

61
39
13

8 • .5

70

30
65

39

3.5

82 • .5

74

32
in

56.5

per cent of the schools, but only 39 per cent did

any projects in color photography.

Only 26 per cent taught

color processing, and only 13 per cent actually processed
color film.
Motion picture photography also rated low, with 26
per cent teaching theory and only
taking motion pictures.

8.5

per cent actually

Seventy per cent taught how to

mount pictures for display.

Seventy-four per cent of the

schools had their students make photo greeting cards.
appears to be quite a popular project.

This

Negative retouching,

a difficult task, was taught in less than

40

per cent of

the schools with classes.
Those schools offering photography appear to be
presenting a comprehensive course, with instruction in many
areas.
Which

~

.!!,

~

for

~ ~?

The opinions of the

photography instructors as to which text is best are varied.
Twenty-four per cent of the instructors use no text; one
respondent didn't check this item, and the remaining 72 per
cent of those who teach a class use one or more texts.
Eighteen instructors, or 72 per cent, use texts and
supplementary reference works, as shown in Table III.

The

percentages are computed on the basis of the twenty-five
classes taught.

The most popular text was

~

!!
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TABLE Ill

PHOTOGRAPHY BOOKS USED AS TEXTS
(RETURNS EXPRESSED IN PER CENT)
Text

Boucher, Paul E., Fundamentals
of Photograp~
Chiiiiberlain, Ka herine, An
Introduction to the Science
g1. Photograpbi"" --Flynn, J. O., A. J. Rosenberg,
and Allen Kellock, How to
Devel§Sn Print, and Enlarge
Your
Pictures
Ko'dik,° How to Make Good Pictures
McCoy, RO'ii'ert A., Practical
Phot oiraph;
Kodak, ~odak s Reference Handbook
Miller, T. H. This !!. Photosrailhi
Neblette, C. B., Elementary
Photography
~uarles, G. C., Elementary
:Photo~ra~hy

Smith,.. Photography Workbook
Sussman, A. The Amateur
Photifrapher's Handbook
U. S.rorce, :Photography Vol. I
U. s. Navy, Photography Vol. I
Zim, H. s., P. W. Burnetr;Photo~rarhy

Argus,ak ~ Pictures for the
Hish Schoo Yearbook --- --Medlin, c. H., School Yearbook
Editiaa ~ Management

Supplementary
Reference Works

--

12

--

4

~

52

8

16

4

--

36

72
28

8

36

8
12

16
20

16

------

--

12

32
28
8
8
8
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Photography, by T. H. Miller.

IV.

MISCELLANEOUS FINDINGS

No private or parochial school replying had a full
time photography class.

Seattle Prep had a photography

club and taught photography as part of the Yearbook class.
The private schools found that in a pre-college curriculum.
photography was a frill.

The cost was another deterring

factor.
Of the three Technical High Schools in the State,
only Edison High of Seattle taught photography.

The other

two, in Tacoma and Spokane, found no demand for the class.
The writer judges that substantially all the photography instructors in the state are men, although it is
true that use of initials by some respondents made it
impossible to determine the sex of the instructor.
Less than 30 per cent of the schools that did not
have a photography class stated that the reason was financial.

The schools citing financial reasons were not

necessarily the smaller ones; in fact, no correlation
between a school 1 s size and this financial problem was
apparent.

CHAPTER V

SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATIONS
The purpose of this study was to determine the basic
characteristics of photography courses in the high schools
of Washington State.

To determine this, one hundred sixty-

two questionnaires were mailed to high schools of the state
which had an enrollment of one hundred eighty or more students.

It was gratifying to receive an 82 per cent return.

The teachers of photography and the photography advisors
who answered gave extremely helpful comments.
I.

SUMMARY

The writer has chosen to summarize the answers to
his basic study questions as a method of arriving at the
findings of this study.
Why isn•t ! photography course offered?

Inasmuch as

photography courses are offered predominately in the larger
schools of the state, it would appear that the reasons for
not adding additional courses in small schools would be
valid reasons for not offering a photography class.

The

non-availability of qualified instructors and the cost of
purchasing the initial equipment seem to be the chief
deterring factors.

Scheduling also presents a problem in
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the small high school.
~

is

!a! £2.!,!

~

of

photosraphY

~?

The

photography club seems to be one way of offering photography when it is impossible to offer a class.

In only

10.4 per cent of the responses did the club supplement the
class; rather, the club tends to be an activity existing
when no class is taught.

This suggests that the club should

attempt to train its members.

Actually

85

per cent of the

photography clubs replying do attempt such training.

Other

activities of the clubs are holding exhibits and taking
pictures for the school publications.
~

curriculum?

il

the~

2£

~

photosraphY class !!1

~

The photography classes appear to be considered

one of the science classes in many

Washi~ton

high schools.

The course is taught both as a pre-vocational course and as
an aesthetic (hobby) class.

The class is taught daily for

a full year in 72 per cent of the replying schools which
teach photography.
·~

i,! the composition

.2f

~photography

classes?

The students taking a photography class are usually juniors
and seniors in high school.

Fifty-eight per cent of the

schools allowed sophomores to take the class, while only
12.5 per cent allowed the freshmen to take the class.

From
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the standpoint of scholarship, classes consist of students
with average or only slightly below average ability as
rated by their instructors.
~

trainipg !:!.!.!

~

instructor received?

More

instructors majored in science in college than in any other
field of study.

.Almost two-thirds of the instructors had

received photography training and 93.5 per cent of these
had attended a college photography class.

In addition,

almost half of the instructors had some previous studio
experience.

The one-third or the instructors without for-

mal training were self-trained.

Many instructors had

pursued photography as a hobby for years.
What

topics~ studied!,!!~

photography course?

Photography courses are usually taught by first explaining
the nature of light and basic optics.

Next, cameras of

various types are studied and the student's own camera is
explained.

How to take pictures under various conditions

and with different objectives in mind is the next project.
Almost all courses include the darkroom work of mixing
chemicals, developing film, and printing pictures.

Finish-

ing the prints by toning and coloring is often the next
step.

Only a few (13 per cent) of the schools with classes

teach color processing.

Fewer yet (8.5 per cent) give

practical work in motion-picture photography.
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For the most part, the class consists of instruction
in the taking of black-and-white pictures and supervision
of the darkroom processing necessary .to produce the finished
picture.
~methods ~employed

in

2

teaching?

methods used in photography are many and varied.

The
Typical

of the methods of science are the lecture, the demonstration,
and the laboratory work.

Critical analysis of the finished

product, a method commonly employed in shop classes, is
used to advantage in the photography classroom.

Audio-

visual aids in the forI!I of films and slides are used by
many instructors.

About one-third of the instructors were

having their classes take colored slides which were then
used for training purposes.

Field trips were considered

indispensable.
What equipment

~

available

!.£!:

~

class

~?

All

the schools teaching a photography class had at least one
enlarger, one paper cutter, one set of eight-by-ten inch
trays, and a print drier.

Over

Bo

per cent of the schools

had at least one each of the following pieces of equipment:
press camera and flash, tripod, light meter, photo floods,
enlarging easel, contact printer, and roll film developing
tank.

Over 60 per cent of the schools had at least one

each of the following pieces of equipment: electronic flash,
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roll tilm camera (35 millimeter), roll film camera (other),
cut film developing tank, and print washer.
It would appear that the larger schools could use
more equipment of special nature.

A school that teaches

photography four or five times daily mu.st have a problem
with only two preas cameras.
The schools appear to be adequately equipped although
there seems to be no limit to the equipment that could be
purchased.
Which books

~ ~

f.2!: texts? Textbooks suitable

for photography classes depend much upon the course goals.
The text most often used by the respondent to this survey
was

~

!!!. Photograp}ly, by T. H. Miller.

This writer's

opinion is that the book is too elementary for a high
school text.
A wide variety of books were used as supplementary
texts, with two Kodak publications heading the list:
to Make Good Pictures and the
-Handbook.

How

indispensable Kodak Reference

The Navy and Air Force Photography Manuals were

both popular supplementary texts.

A text by

c. B. Neblette,

Elementary Photography, also rated popularly as a second
text.
II.

AREAS FOR FURrHER STUDY

After surveying high schools for the existence of a
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photography class, a study of photography in the junior
high curriculum would seem desirable.

Research into the

use of photography after high school by students of
selected schools could determine if photography as a prevocational subject is justified.

A follow-up study of stu-

dents who have completed photography courses at Central
Washington College of Education to determine what use they
are making of photography would help evaluate the role of
photography in the college.
Ill.

RECONMENDATIONS FRON THIS STUDY

As a result of this study the writer makes the
following recommendations:
1.

That all instructors use an outline similar to

Goldstein 1 s and teach many or all the suggested topics in
that course outline (4:320).
2.

That all the recommendations of Barnard (1:150)

be considered with one change: that photography be taught
in grades ten through twelve instead ot in grades nine
through twelve.

3. That all instructors use one or more texts
supplemented by periodicals and manufacturers• booklets.

4.

That advisors and instructors should either be

photography tans or have received photographic training.

5.

That photography be ottered as a full-year
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course with a selected advanced (second year) section in
which the students take pictures for the school
publications.
6.

That all students be required to use a personal

camera because it is probably the camera they will use
after graduation.

7. That if possible the course include an assignment to take a sequence of Ektachrome slides showing a
specific process, such as use of the light meter, and that
these colored slides be developed by the students.

In this

way all the students will become acquainted with a phase
of color photography.
It is

~he

writer's desire that the findings of this

study be helpful to others in an objective evaluation of
their photography courses.
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APPENDIX A
THE QUESTIONNAIRE

112 East Fleasant Avenue
Cashmere, Washington
November 20, 1958

Dear Sir:
I am conducting a study tor the Master ot Education
Degree, and need your help in determining how Fhotography
is being taught in the high schools.
It your school does not otter a Fhotography Course,

it will take only a tew seconds to till out sections I and
II of this check-list type questionnaire.
It your school has a Fhotography class or club, the

teacher in charge might be interested in the list of
applicable books or some of the course content suggestions.
Many thanks for your time and help.
Sincerely,

Gordon K. Irle
F.

s.

There is a stamped envelope enclosed tor your
convenience.
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PHO'l'OGRAPHY QIJESTIONHAm

I! 7our school does not offer classroo• instruction in photography please till in

part I and II oT'iliequestionnaire. It
II and III.

JOU

do offer a course please fill in parts
-

PART I
'WR! ISlll' T A PHO'l'OORAPHI COURSE OFFERED?

Please fill out this portion i t 7our school does not ofter a photography el.ass.

1. Which of the following reasons probab~ affected 7our decision not to offer a
photography class?
no qualified instructor
- - no equipment
no student interest
school financial reasons
- - no •trills• in the curriculum
other (specit,y) - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - PART II

=

WHAT DOES YOUR PHOTOGRAPHY CIDB DO?

1. Does 7oar school have an active photography club? 7es

•

If 79s:
-a. Does the club take pictures for the school 79arbook?
b. Does the club hold a photography exhibit?
c. Does the club attempt to train its llellbers?
d. What is the approximate club size?(number)
e. Has the advisor taken a~ photographic training?
r. Is the advisor a photography fan?
g. In llhich general area does the advisor teach?
Science
- - Illdustrial Arts

no

-yes

yes - -

7es - - no yes_ no __
7es __ n o _

- - English

Journalism
Histoey
Mathematics
Secretarial Science
=Other (Specify) - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 2. Please fill out this portion also.
Your name
School

----------------------------

-----------------------------

Town or cit7 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Approximate enrolllllent or high school - - - 3_4 _ Je&re
Criticisas or c011111ente

no
no - -

---------------------------------

PART III

IS THE CU.SS A TYPICAL ONE?

47

l. Do you o!!er a !ull time photography course? Yes_ l o _
I! not, how long is the course?
class ~a
how man,;y periods per _k,-1! part o! another class, 11h!Cilclass?
2. Are the students required to 11se a personal camera?""7_e_s_ _ _no
__
3. What is the average photography class size?
(nwnb9r}
4. Bow un;r timee dai]T is the class ta11ght?
nlllllber)
5. How ...,,,. 7ears 1181' a st11dent take the class""i!th credit? l _ , 2 _ ,

--r

3__,4

.

6. Do st11dents witliiii the class work on the school ;yearbook on an assigllll8nt
basis? 79s

DO

7. In which !ield Ii"ihe piiOto'graph;y class considered?
-

JourmllSll
Science
IDd11strial Arts

-ua1tnovn

Other ( speci!y)
8. Whatii'°the conrse g o a l ? - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - pre-vocational
aesthetic (hobby)

=

other (8P9ci!;r) - - - - - - - - - - - - - WHAT KIND OF STUDENTS 00 YOU HAVE?

••

~~·
~
~
/,I~···

1. Are the students o! average ability? _
aYerage
.
_
above average
_
below average
· .,, • :-··
2. Are there a117 prerequisites !or the clue? 7es _
llO _
··
I! 79s,
grade level
grad8 poiat
other (speci!y)
3. Please checktJi8 grad8 levels or·-t'"'he,.....-s.,.t11-de...-a"'"t_s_ia.---your--p.,..h-ot""o_g_r_a._ph;y,. class.
(Use a 2 !or advanded students.) 8
9
10
11
12
4. Bow wo11ld you rate the reading abilityOT°the-crassasa wiiOiii? average
above average
below average

=

WHAT IS YOUR PHOTOGRAPHIC EXPERIEHCE?
l. What was your ..jor !ield ill c o l l e g e ? - - - - - - - - - - - 2. Have you had all1'
I! yes,
I! ao, -

=

photographic traiaing? 79s _
ao _
college class
military traiaing
at11dio work
other (specify)
eel! taught (hob'"by-.------------ao experience
other (specify) - - - - - - - - - - - - -

3. Do you !eel qualified to teach photography? yes _

ao _

11ncertaia _

WHAT

E~UIPMENT
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DO YOU HAVE AVAILABIE?

l. Pl.ease designate the llWllber or the following pieces or equipment available
tor class use.
CllJllera, press type
!lash !or the press camera
electronic !lash unit
camera, roll !il.11, other than l3S•
ca.Era, roll !il11, lJSm11
tripod
photoelectric light meter
photo!lood lamps and reflectors
enlarger
easel
co11tact printer
print frames
paper cutter
roll tilm tallks
cut !ila tanks, hangers
cut tilm tanks, daylight type
priat syphon
- - print washer
trays, (Sx7) sets or three
trqs, (8xl0) sets or three
print drier
other (specify) - - - - - - - - - - -

=

2. Does 7our darkroom have running water?

••

yes
ao
It 7es, bot
cold
3. Can you ventilatethe darkroOm while the students are workiag? yes

-

WHAT TEACHING METHODS DO YOU USE?

l. Check the !ollowing 11ethods which 7ou have used.
lecture
demonstration
laboratoey
field (outdoor) work
films
slides
slides (class prepared)
critical analysis or class projects
field trips to professional studios
:::::: field trips, other (speci!7)

ao

-
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WHAT DO IOU TEACH IN THE COURSE?

1. Check the following areas which 1ou cover in the course. Check either
block or both. (If covered ~ in advanced course, please use a 2)

Explain Theory

Assign Projects
(students perform)

• •••••••••••••• Light and lenses
- •••••••••••••••
••••••••••••••• - • •••••••••••••• Types of cameras
-- ..............• Types of shutters
- ..•.•..........•
..............- ................
............. . Use
Composition
-- •......•.......
of light meters
Operation of student's camera
..............
·-·
.............
.
............. .. Press camera operation
................
..............- ...............
Chemicals and solutions
chemicals and solutions
.............. .............. . Mixing
by formula (not packaged)
............... .............. . Film sensitivity and exposure
............... .....•......... Film development
.............................. ...............
............. .. Contact
Paper, speed, surfaces, uses
printing
............... .............. . Projection printing
..............................- ...............
............. . Flash photography
. Existing light photography with
high speed film
............... .............. . Filters
.•••..•........•
.. ............ ...............
............. .. Portraitl.lI'e
Still life photography (not scenic)
.............. .............. . Copying
- .•••••••••••••••
• •••••••••••••• Toning of print
•
•• • ••• • • •
• •••••••••••••• Photo oil coloring of prints
-- .•..............
............. . Color photography
..................... ........- ................
............. .. Motion
Color processing
photography
-- ...............- .............. . Use of picture
supplementary (porta) lenses
•••••••••••••••
•••••••••••••• Hountiag prints for display
- •••••••••••••••
-- •• ••••••••••••••
Iadividual greeting cards
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
...............
Negative retouching
- ...............- .............. . Other (specil'y)

---·

'

•

•••

•

•

941 !'Q
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WHAT BOOK DO YO .• USE FOR A TEXT?

Text Supplementary
Text

Not
Available

Boucher, Paul E., Fundamentals or
Photography, New York: DVan Norstrand,
1947.

.... ·-···· ..... · -

Chamberlain, Katherine, An Introduction
to the Science or Photography, New lork:
MacMillan, 19$1.

... ··-······· ···-

.....---......... .-

Flynn, J. o., Rosenberr, A. J., Kellock,

Allen, !!2!!: to Develop, Print and Enlarge
Your Own Pictures, New York: McGraw-Hill,

!9>2.

Kodak, How
Kodak,

!£ ~ Good Pictures

~

Reference Handbook

McCoy, Robert A., Practical Photo~
Bloomington, Illinois: Mckiiight and c
Knight, 1950.
Miller, T. H. !.!!!!!. is Photography, New
York: McGraw-Hill, !948.

•

•

Neblette, C. B. Elementary Photography,
New York: MacMillan, 1944.
Quarles,G. C. Elementary PhotographY,
New York: McGraw-Hill, 1948.
Smith, V. E., Photography Workbook,
New York: J. B. Lippencott, 1953.
Sussman, A. The Amateur Photographers
Handbook, New-York: Thos. Y. Crowell,
1952.

·····-··········-·····-··········
·····-··········-

- • •••••••••
.....---......... .--•••••

·····-··········---· ... ·-· ........ .
• • • ••

---• ••••••••• -

V.s.

.... ·-· ........ ·---

u. s.

·····-··········•••••
- • •••••••••·····-··········-

Air Force, Photography Vol. ~
(Superintendent of Documents-Y:-19~3.
Navy, Photograpily Vol. 1,
(Superintendent of Documents) 1953

Zim, H. s., Burnett, P. W. , Photograplly,
New York: Simon and Schuster, 1956:
Argus, Taking Pictures £2! the High
School Yearbooks, Ann Arbor-;tfichigan
Educational Services Division, Argus
Camera, 1956.
Medlin, C. H. School Yearbook Editing
and Mana~emerrt, Ames, Iowa, Iowa State
College ress, 1956.

.....- ......... .-

APPENDIX B
THE LOCATION OF SCHOOLS WI TH BOTH A
PHOTOGRAPHY CLASS AND CLUB
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APPENDIX D
THE LOCATION OF SCHOOLS WITH A PHOTOGRAPHY CLASS
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